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A particular one-parameter family of states of a UHF algebra is studied. 
Specifically, a pure nongauge invariant generalized free state w of the canonical 
anticommutation relations (CAR) IS composed with gauge group automorphisms 
xt to produce (1) a family of pure states q and (2) a collection of states defined 
by normalized integrals over this family. The representation induced by the 
state z = (l/n) J-i mt dt is shown to (centrally) decompose into a direct integral 
of (pairwise disjoint) representations induced by the ut if and only if the generat- 
ing state w restricts to a factor (actually pure) state of the gauge invariant sub- 
algebra (GICAR). As a corollary, a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
pure generalized free state of the CAR to restrict to a pure state of the GICAR 
is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This study of a one-parameter family of states, and particularly states defined 
by normalized integrals over this family, was motivated by the following con- 
jecture: if uS,r is a pure generalized free state of the canonical anticommutation 
relations (CAR), then its restriction to the U(1) or gauge invariant subalgebra 
(GICAR) is also pure if and only if Tr T(I - 2’) = 0~) or Tr ?‘(I - T) = 0. 
For gauge invariant generalized free states this conjecture was confirmed in [lo] 
(in this instance S = 0 and T is a projection, hence Tr T(I - T) = 0) a? well 
as [l l] (where th e correspondence between such states and representations of the 
group U(W) is discussed). Here the pure nongauge invariant generalized free 
states will be studied via the action of the gauge group: specifically, a given state 
w = w.~,~ is composed with a one-parameter family of automorphisms {xt: 
0 < t < r} to yield a corresponding family of states {w,: 0 < t < n). The 
problem of interest is to show that the composite state cij = (l/r) si q dt 
induces a representation which may be centrally decomposed (in the sense of 
Theorem 6.15) into a direct integral of irreducible representations induced by 
the ut; the conjecture will follow easily, given the main result of [2]. 
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The analysis proceeds in several stages. First, necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for disjointess of states of (a) a general C*-algebra (Theorem 3.4) and (b) 
UHF algebras (Theorem 3.5) are developed; these are modeled on the results 
of [6] and [8], respectively. Next the family of states {w,: 0 < t < r} is intro- 
duced; it is generated by composing a pure nongauge invariant generalized free 
state w with gauge automorphisms. This family if proven pairwise disjoint if 
and only if w restricts to a factor state (actually pure in view of Corollary 6.15) 
of the gauge invariant subalgebra (Theorem 4.5). In order to prove that states 
obtained by integration over disjoint subintervals of [0, V) are indeed disjoint, 
special sequences of unitary elements are constructed (Definition 5.2) so as to 
take advantage of the equivalent condition given earlier. Subsequently, these 
results are combined to yield a central decomposition (Theorem 6.15) and the 
desired conjecture (Theorem 6.16). To begin, appropriate definitions and 
notation are recalled for the convenience of the reader. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION 
Let X be a complex separable Hilbert space. We denote by d(X) the CAR 
algebra over X. If {&,J, n = 1,2 ,... is an increasing sequence of finite-dimen- 
sional subspaces of X such that (Jn J&Y% = X, then &(A,) is isomorphic to a 
2~ x 2~ factor with p = dim(M,) as seen in, e.g., [9]. For convenience we shall 
denote &‘(&‘J by M, and define .!8r = M, , gk = Mk n n/rpl, k = 2, 3 ,...; 
it follows that M, is isomorphic to &, aIk . 
Here we shall consider a pure nongauge invariant generalized free state w of 
d(Y). Such states are uniquely determined by their 2-point functions 
w(u(f> a(g)), w(a(f )*&)> (see [71) which may be written (V, g), (f, Tg) 
with 5’ and T antilinear, linear operators on X respectively. We denote by xt 
the gauge automorphism, defined as the unique *-automorphism of d(Z) 
extending the mapping a(f) -+ e-%( f ); it may be viewed as an action of U(1) 
on the algebra. As in [2], if the operator T is assumed to have pure point spectrum, 
we may choose the An such that w factorizes on the associated gk: that is, 
w(xy) = W(X) w(y) for x E ak , y E a1 , k # 1. In this instance, given T with 
spectrum {pK}, k = 1, 2,..., it follows that (1) ak is isomorphic to an 
nh x n, matrix algebra with nk = 4 for pLk E (0, 1) and nk = 2 for pK = 0 or 
pk = 1 and (2) the J%‘~ are direct sums of corresponding two (pk E (0, 1)) or 
one (pk: = 0 or pk = 1) dimensional subspaces, simultaneously invariant under 
S and T. Denoting orthonormal bases for the one-dimensional spaces by fk 
we may choose matrix units for the g(k as follows: 
(k) 
%l = dfk) dfk)** 
e(k) 
- dfk) vk 9 12  
(k) 
e21 = dfk>* vk Y 
(k) 
e22 = u(fk)*a(fk), 
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where V, = I, V, = n,“r,” (I - 2u(f3)*a(fj)), K = 2, 3,... . For the two- 
dimensional spaces we choose bases fkl , fk2 and (1) define e$), e$‘), i, j = 1, 2 
analogously and (2) choose matrix units f$), i, j = l,..., 4 for a*, consistent 
with the definitions f 4”) = e~~‘)e$~), f $ = eit1)eii2), f 4:) = e$l)eiy), f 1:) = 
e$ehy’ In this framework, the restriction of w to Bk will take a simple form 
(see Section 4). In the sequel we shall study (1) a one parameter family of states 
{IA,: 0 z; t < YT> defined by UJ~ = w 0 xt , with w a pure nongauge invariant 
generalized free state of d(X) as above and (2) an associated state w = 
(l/n-) Jo” Wt dt of d(X). 
In standard fashion (see [4]), given representations D, , 17, of a C*-algebra & 
on Hilbert spaces X1 , X2 recpectively, we say an operator C: %r -+ X2 inter- 
twines D, and l7, if Clrl, = lT2C. Representations 17i , 17, are said to be disjoint, 
denoted Ui d 17,) if C intertwines implies C = 0. Likewise, two states w1 , wa 
of a C*-algebra XJ are said to be disjoint, denoted wt d w2 , if the representations 
induced by the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction are disjoint. For further 
elaboration on notation, definitions or results the reader is asked to consult the 
references, especially [I, 2, 7, 91. 
3. DISJOINTNESS CRITERION 
For the purpose of orientation we prove: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let q, w2 be states of a C*-algebra & with w1 d w2 . Let 
(ni , Hi , fi) be the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representations induced by wi , 
i = 1, 2. Let 17 = III @ l7, be the direct sum representation on Yl @ yi”z . 





with A,, E II,(&)“, A,, E II,(A)“. 
Proof. Note that in matrix form C E a’(*i @ X2) may be written 
Since B E 17(-ce) takes the form 
with B,, = ni(x), B,, = Us(x) for some x E -02, it follows from straightforward 
computation that C E n(d)’ implies Cr, E n,(d)‘, C,, E n,(d)’ and Ca,(C,,) 
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intertwines II1 , 17, (I& , III) respectively. By hypothesis, wr d ~a so C,, = 
C’s, = 0. Thus, writing A E IT(&)” as 
we have that A commutes with all C E n(d)‘; this implies A,, E 17,(d)” and 
A,, E n,(d)“. Now choosing C E II(&)’ to be 
alternately, we conclude A,, = A,, = 0. Done. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let wl, w2 be states of a C*-algebra & with w1 and w2 not 
disjoint. Let (l7, , & , fi), i = I,2 and II = l7, @ 17, as above. Then there is 
(i) a unitary V E IT(&) of the form 
with VIZ # 0 and (ii) a unitary u E JZJ’ such that (II’,(u) fi , V,,fi) # 0; further, 
if 93 is a norm dense subalgebra of .M, we may choose u E .%Y. 
Proof. Suppose there is no such V; then all unitary V E II(&)’ are of the form 
Since the linear span of the unitaries is the whole algebra, we conclude any 
C E II(&)’ has zero off-diagonal elements when written in 2 x 2 matrix form; 
hence there are no nonzero intertwiners for II, , 17, or, wr d wa contradicting 
the hypothesis and completing (i). Now suppose (17,(u) fi , V12f2) = 0 for all 
unitary u E JJ; similarly we conclude (I&(x) fi , V,,fJ = 0 for all x E & and 
therefore V,,fi = 0 since I7,(&‘) fi is dense in %r . But V,, intertwines I7I , 
II2 so 0 = IIl(x) V,,fi = VI.&-(x) fi for all x E &. Since II,(&) fi is dense in 
Hs , we conclude V,, = 0, giving a contradiction. Now note that if .GY is a norm 
dense subalgebra of zI, we may choose u E g since (17,(u) fi , V,,f& = 0 for all 
u E g implies (17,(x) fi , V,,fi) = 0 for all x E .?% and VI, = 0 by the density of 
I7a(B) in I&(&), completing (ii). Done. 
LEMMA 3.3 [9, Lemma 2.41. Suppose w1 and w2 are states of a C*-algebra ~2 
and there exists b E & such that c+(a) = w,(b*ab) for all a E &‘. Then the following 
inequality holds: // w1 - w2 /I < 2(1 - j Qb)/2)1/2. Furthermore, if w1 is pure, the 
equality sign holds. 
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Remark. The proof of the above lemma shows that (1) if wi(x) = (vi , n(x)s+) 
for all ,x E JZ’ and some vi in a Hilbert space &‘, i = 1,2, then 11 wr - w2 11 < 
w - I(% > 2 v )/2)1/a nd (2) the equality sign holds if wr is pure. 
With the aid of these technical lemmas we may now obtain (a) an equivalent 
condition for disjointness of two states on an arbitrary C*-algebra and (b) an 
explicit equivalent condition for the same on a UHF algebra. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let w1 , w2 be states of a C*-algebra ~2. Let u E .G’ be unitary 
and pu the functional on ~2 defined by the formula pJ*) = wl(u* * u) - w2(*). 
Then w1 d w2 9 11 pu Ij = 2 for all unitary u E J;4. 
Proof. (3) Supposew,dw2.Let(II~,Y~,fi),i= 1,2andII=IIr @II2 
as in Lemma 3.1. Now set 
clearly C E II(&)’ and from Lemma 3.1 we also conclude C E n(d)“. By the 
Kaplansky density theorem, there is a net {x~} in &such that X$ = X, ,/I X, 11 = 1, 
and I7(x,) converges strongly to C. Now let 
Vl = fi ( 1 0 0 3 v2 = f2 ( ) Ecq Otis. 
Then rr(x&d, W4v2> converge in norm to Cv, = v, , Cv2 = -v2 , re- 
spectively. Now 
p&J = wl(u*%u) - W2(&) = (Vl 9 +*%4 Vl> - (v2 > 17(%J v2) 
which converges to 
h 9 wu>*cw4 4 - (v2 , Get,) = (4 , Cq) - (Q2 ) Cw,) = 2, 
the former equality following from the fact that C E II(&)‘. Hence 11 pu (1 2 2; 
since the reverse inequality is trivial we have II pu (j = 2. Done (a). 
(t). Suppose wr and w2 are not disjoint; by Lemma 3.2 there is a unitary 
(i) V E II(&) with VI2 # 0 and (ii) u E &’ with (17,(u) fi , V,,f2) # 0. Now let 
W1 = (=$‘fl), 5% = v(y) = (2$); 
straightforward computation gives 
and w2(4 = (w2 > =w w2)* 
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From the remark following Lemma 3.3 and the definition of pu. we have 
II Pu II < 21 - I@, , w2)/2)1’2, 
but (wl, w2) = (17,(4fl , v12f2) f: 0 so II pu II < 2. Done (-==I. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let & = (Jn M, be a UHF algebra and w1 , w2 be states of&‘. 
Then 
for all n = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. (*) Let (I7$, K, fi), i = 1,2 and fl= n, @ Ra be as in Lemma 
3.1. In the proof of Theorem 3.4 we observed 
c= I 
( 1 o -y E II(d)’ n If(d)“. 
By [8, Lemma 2.41 we have 
I7(sZ) n l7(d)” C II(Mnc)” for all n = 1, 2,... . 
From the Kaplansky density theorem we may then conclude the existence of a 
net {x,} with X, = x,*, 11 X, Ij < 1 such that fl(x,J converges strongly to C and 
x, E M,” for fixed n = 1,2,... . Since q(x,) = (q , 17(x,) wi), i = 1,2 with 
0 
v1 = ( fi 1 0 9 7J2 = 0 fi P 
it follows that wi(x,) - w2(x,) converges to (vi , Cv,) - (w2 , Cv2) = 2. Hence 
II(w1 - ~2) I Mnc II = 2 
for all n = 1, 2 ,... . Done (3). 
(=z). Suppose wi and w2 are not disjoint and let pu(.) = q(u* * u) - o+(.). 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 and the proof of Theorem 3.4 that there is a unitary 
u E 9 = Un M, such that 11 pu I/ < 2, noting that a is dense in &. Since 
u E a’, u E Mn for some n. Now for all x E M,c we have 
ul(u*xu) - w2(x) = w&4*24x) - 4x) = q(x) - w&). 
Hence 
IIh - ~2) I Mnc II G II pu II < 2. 
Done (e). 
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4. A ONE-PARAMETER FAMILY OF STATES 
Here we shall study families of states on J&‘(X) obtained by composing a 
given pure nongauge invariant generalized free state w = We,= with the gauge 
automorphisms xt . For the purpose of simplification we shall begin by assuming 
T has pure point spectrum contained in the open interval (0, 1). As described 
in Section 1, there results a decomposition of .X into two-dimensional subspaces 
and a corresponding choice of 4 x 4 matrix algebras ak C d(Z) such that w 
factorizes with respect to these 91k . For convenience we state the appropriate 
specialization of this result: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let w = w~,~ be a pure nongauge invariant generalized free 
state of AZ’(X) such that T has pure point spectrum -&}, k = 1,2,... contained in 
the open intervaZ (0, 1). Then there are 4 x 4 matrix algebras 58k C -01(.X) with 
matrix units f $) such that the matrix .G?jf) = w( f $)) has the form 
pk 0 o (pk(l - pk))l” 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
bk(l - tLk))“’ x 0 1 - pk 
Proof. Immediate from [2, Corollary 3.61. 
Since the LGYk pairwise commute, we identify finite tensor products of these 
4 x 4 matrix algebras with subalgebras of d(Z) in the obvious way. In the 
following proposition we straightforwardly characterize the restriction of w to 
such a subalgebra as a vector state of a natural representation. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let w, {pk}, k = 1,2 ,..., ~3~ be as above and &, gk = 
M,, C G?(Z) with 1 < n < m < 00. There is a faithful representation II,,, of 
M,, such that w ) Mnm is a vector state of I&, . In particular the vector may be 




i i* .u -tkY2 
Proof. We identify M,,,,, as a tensor product of 4 x 4 matrix algebras and 
represent it on a tensor product of four-dimensional complex Hilbert spaces by 
the obvious matrix multiplication. Defining fnm as above, explicit computation 
gives 
44 = (fnm. 9 4&?&)f?zWJ 
for x E M,, . Done. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let W, (~~1, SYk , Mn, , and IIn, be as above. Let xt be the 
gauge automorphism satisfving x,(a( f )) = e@a( f) and set at = w 0 xt as in 
Section 1. Then (i) the states of the family ( at: 0 < t < z-} are paz’rwise distinct 
and (ii) W$ 1 Mnm is a vector state of I&,; in particular the vector may be written 
f&t) = OF=, vr(t) with 
Proof. Straightforward computation yields (ii); inspection shows UJ~ # ut’ 
if t # t’ and both are in [0, v), giving (i). Done. 
The previous corollary provides a computationally convenient characterization 
of a family of states (w,: 0 < t < z-1 obtained by composing a pure nongauge 
invariant generalized free state w of d(Z) with the gauge automorphisms. As 
we shall now show, if the generating w restricts to a factor state of the gauge 
invariant subalgebra, the associated family has a special disjointness property. 
The following lemma will prove useful: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let at, Ma, , andf,,(t) be as in Corollary 4.3. Then lj(q - q,) 1 
Mm II = 21 - I(fnm(t),fnm(t’))12)1’2. 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions and the remark following Lemma 3.3. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let w = ~s,~ be a pure nongauge invariant generalized free 
state of d(S) such that T has pure point spectrum and w” be its restriction to the 
gauge invariant subalgebra, ,QzO(.X) (see [l , 21). Let xt be the gauge automorphism 
satisfying xt(a( f )) = e+a( f ) and let wt = w 0 xt . Then the states of the family 
(w,: 0 < t < n} are pairwise disjoint o w” is a factor state of JZ’~(%). 
Proof. First suppose the spectrum of Tis contained in the open interval (0, 1). 
By construction M,, C Mi-, , m 3 n 3 2. From Lemma 4.4 we have 
Mwt - WC) I n/r,, II= W - l(fnlll(t>,fn~(t'>)12)1'2 
and by straightforward computation 
I(fnm(~)7fnn(~')12 = fi (1 - 2(1 - cLk(l - NC) cos w - w 
k=n 
Now 
!jE I(fnm(t)j f?&t’)12 - a # 0 = 2 &(l - /*.le)(l - cos 2(t - t’)) < a 
k=m 
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since t # t’. As w is nongauge invariant, S # 0 and T is not a projection (see [7, 
Lemma 4.81). It follows from [2, Theorem 3.101 that w” is a factor state o 
CL0 Pk(l - Pk) = co. Equivalently a = 0 and /l(wt - wt,) 1 Mi-, I] > limm+co 
/[(cot - cot,) 1 Mnm 11 = 2 for n 3 2. Since Mrc 1 M,c, we have l/(wt - u$,) 
1 MnC 11 = 2, n = 1, 2 ,...) and Theorem 3.5 gives mt d w$’ G- w” is a factor state. 
Now we consider the general case: recalling 0 < T < 1, the spectrum of T is 
contained in the closed interval [0, I]. In this instance [2, Corollary 3.61 gives a 
decomposition of d(X) analogous to that of Proposition 4.1 as outlined in 
Section 2: gk is isomorphic to an nk x nk matrix algebra with nk = 4 for pie E 
(0, l)andn, = 2forplc = 0 or pk = 1. As in Corollary 4.3, ut / M,, is a vector 
state of the obvious l&,; the vector may be written fnm(t) = &=, vk(t) with 
vk(t) as in Corollary 4.3 if pk E (0, 1) and 
pk = 1. 
It follows that 
$& I(f7m(t)>fnm(f>12 -+ a f 0 - pk(l - pk) < O3 
{k:u#(O*l)} 
* j$ pk(l - vk) < CC for t # t’, 
noting pk(l - ,&) = 0 if pk = 0 or pk = 1. Repeating the argument for the 
special case, we conclude wt d w$’ . Done. 
5. UNITARY SEQUENCES 
In this section we shall go about constructing, for each n = 1, 2,..., a sequence 
of unitaries II, E d(Z), m = n, n + l,... such that (1) unln E Mz-, and (2) 
linhrn w~(u,,) = e-2it. (Actually, a stronger result than (2) is needed; this is 
provided by Proposition 5.4.) These sequences will enable us to prove a result 
analogous to Theorem 4.5 for states obtained by appropriate integrals over the 
family {w,: 0 < t < n}. We begin with 
LEMMA 5.1. Let fnm(t) and IInm be as in Corollary 4.3, nk = e$) + egy) 
(see Section 2), nnm = IT=,, nk , Nn,,, = Qm(nnm), and 01~ be the kth nonzero 
Fourier coeficient ofJJr=, (( 1 - pk) + pke2it}. Then f&t) = ~~~~n+l) &‘ezikthk 
with the {hk} orthonormal eigenvectors of Nnm . 
Proof. By definition n&,, = nnm E M,,, . It follows that there is a complete 
orthognormal set of eigenvectors {hk} for Nnln with hk E G%& (see Corollary 4.3). 
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We let N,,h, = o&, . Now consider the vector f&O) E .#& and note that 
there exist C~ such thatf,&O) = Ci=,, cJz, with q = dim(Zn,,,) by completeness. 
Straightforward computation gives f,&t) = eiNnmFfnm(0) and (f&O), f&t)) = 
xi=, 1 C~ j2eiopt. Further, &JO), f&t)) = m(einnmt) = nFcn {( 1 - pLD) + pne2it} 
with w as in Corollary 4.3. Now define a9 to be the pth nonzero Fourier coeffi- 
cient of the above product. It follows from the equalities that j C~ j2 = 01~ and 
o9 = p. Clearly, from the form of the product 01~ > 0 and olD = 0 for p odd; 
letting 2k = p we may write 
be-n+1) 
fnn(t) = 1 ai'2e2ikthk . Done. 
IL==0 
DEFINITION 5.2. Noting that IIn, of Proposition 4.2 is an isomorphism, 
we define u,, E M,,n C M.g-, by specifying U,, = I~(u,,) on Y&m as follows: 
let {A,) be as in Lemma 5.1 and 




We are now ready for 
LEMMA 5.3. Let w = ~s,~ be a pure nongauge invariant generalized free state 
of J&‘(X) such that T has pure point spectrum. Let xt be the gauge automorphism 
satisfying x,(a( f )) = e-ita( f ) and let mt = w o xt . Let r,, = unm - e-2itI 
with unm as in Dejinition 5.2 and I be the identity element of d(Y). Then r,, E 
Mi-, and 
lim wt(r,*,r,,) = 0. 
m-1-a 
Proof. We first suppose the spectrum of T is contained in the open interval 
(0, 1). By definition we have r,, E Mn, C Mi_, . From Corollary 4.3 we conclude 
with $ the identity on tinn and U,, as in Definition 5.2. Substituting the expres- 
sion for f&t) obtained in Lemma 5.1 and straightforwardly computing we find 
ll(unm - e-2itJY fnm(t)i12 
m-72 
112 2 = / &~n+le2i(m~n+l)f - a:‘2e--2it 12 + 1 1 4’2 _ ak+l j 
k=O 
77--n 
< 1 a~~~.+l + ay2 I2 + c I cq2 - cx;yl / . I ay2 + a::“, j 
k=O 
= I c&&+, + ‘#’ Ia -t c I 01,; - akt.1 1 
L=O 
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Denoting the sum of the absolute values of the Fourier coefficients (Fourier-one 
norm) by /I . II1 we observe that 
Ii (1 - ezit) f  {(I - CLJ +pPe2it) 11 =Ia0I + Is-n+1 I  mfn IOIk - %+l 1. p=n 1 k=O 
By [l , Proposition 3.19} we also have 
/I (l - e2it) fi {(l - b) $- he2? /I p=n 1 = 2 oskgFn+l bkb 
Letting pnrn = maxos.ks,,-n+l (01~) and combining gives 
But the proof of [l, Theorem 3.201 shows that limmem ,E& = 0 if x,“=, ~~(1 -
,.+) = 00, completing the special case. Now for T with the spectrum contained 
in the closed interval [0, I] we argue as in the proof of Theorem 4.5: modifying 
U,, to be the identity on {uk(t): pk = 0 or pk = I> and replacing sums (products) 
over k with sums (products) over {k: pk E (0, 1)) and noting ~~(1 - pk) = 0 if 
pk = 0 or pk = 1 we find lim,,, jl(U,, - e-2itY)fnrr,(t)l12 = 0 if 
ikzu;co 1)) pk(l - tck) = f pk(l - pk) = *. 
k=O 
Done. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let h = h(z) be a continuous function on the unit circle 
of the complex plane and u,, as in Definition 5.2. Then for q as in Lemma 5.3 we 
have limmeco wt(h(u,,)) = h(e-*it). 
Proof. For any continuous function h(z) as above let 
h nlll = h(u,,) - h(e-2it)l E M,, C Mz-, . 
We shall show, as in Lemma 5.3 that 
lim wt(hcmh,,) = 0. 
m+;o 
To this end, we first consider a polynomial function p = p(z, ,F) of fixed degree. 
Note that p(z, Z) - p(e-*““, ezit) has a root at (ezit, e-tit) and thus there exist 
(nonunique) polynomials q1 , q2 such that 
p(z, if) - p(e-2it, f+) = (z - e-2it) a(,~, 52) + (2 - Sit) q2(z, Z). 
Now we have 
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withp,, following the notation above and P,,, = 17,&p,,) (see Definition 5.2). 
Using the normality of II,, and the indicated factorization we iind 
II Pnmfnm(t)ll = Il[(U,, - e-2it4 Q1 + (CL - e2it4 Q21fnm(~>ll, 
where Unm = %4unm) and Qa = Qi( U,,, , U&J = -17,dq~(unm ,4+i,J), i = 
1,2. Now the qi are polynomials on the unit circle of the complex plane, hence 
bounded. Thus there is a number K such that 1 qi 1 < K, i = 1,2; it follows 
from spectral theory that 11 Q1 II < K and 11 Pnmfnm(t)jl < 2K /I( U,, - e-2it9) 
f&t)ll, using the normality of U,, - e-2it9 and the fact that this operator 
commutes with Qi , i = 1, 2. By Lemma 5.3 we have lim,,, )/ P,&,Jt)ll = 0. 
Now consider an arbitrary continuous function h = h(z) on the unit circle of 
the complex plane; there is a sequence of polynomials (p&z, s)), k = 1, 2,... 
such that Em,,, 1 p, - h / = 0 b y t h e complex extension of the Stone-Weier- 
strass theorem. For e/2 > 0 there is a k such that 1 p, - h I < c/2; in this 
instance we find 
IIVWnm) - 4e-2it)4fnm(t)lI G IIENUnm) - Pk(~nnWnm(~)ll 
+ If I4 unm> - Pk(e-2itP7 .LWll 
+ ll[ Pk(e-2itV - 4e”?CLfnm(t)ll 
< Il[Pk(Unm) - Pk(e-2it)lfnmWl + E, 
suppressing the dependence on the conjugate variable for convenience. Hence, 
our polynomial result implies 
jjz IlP(Ud - W2Vl .L(t)l! < E. 
Since E is arbitrary, we may conclude 
0 = $nm IIWJnm) - W2Vl fnM2 = ji+i wt(hZm~,,). 
Further, 
k-5 ~~(h(u,,) - h(e-2it)l) = lili(fnm(t), [h(U,,) - h(e-2it)Y]fn,(t)) = 0 
or 
jju% w,(h(u,,)) = wt(h(e-2it)). Done. 
6. A CENTRAL DECOMPOSITION 
We now introduce the principal objects of this study: functionals obtained by 
integrating over a one-parameter family of states. It is trivial to check that 
Definitions 6.1 and 6.2 define functionals which are actually states. 
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DEFINITION 6.1. Let w = mS,r be a pure nongauge invariant generalized 
free state of d(X), xt the gauge automorphism satisfying ~~(a( f )) = e-%(f), 
and let mt = w 0 xt. We define a state 8 of d(X) by the formula 
c(x) = + 1” cot(x) dt 
0 
for all x E&‘(X) and (n, %‘,fo) to be the representation induced by B via the 
Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let B C [0, n) be a Bore1 set with Lebesgue measure p(B). 
We define a state wB on d(X) by the formula 
CUB(X) = -A- I tdB) B 44 dt 
for all x E d(X). 
Restricting our attention to a family generated by a state w = uS,r such that 
w” is a factor state of &O(s) (i.e., Tr T(I- T) = co) and making use of the 
unitaries of Proposition 5.4, we now produce a key result analogous to Theorem 
4.5 (-=) (as previously suggested): 
THEOREM 6.3. Let w = us,= be a pure nongauge invariant generalized free 
state of d(X) such that T has pure point spectrum and Tr T(I - T) = co. Let 
B, , B, be closed intervals contained in [0, n). Then B, r\ B, = $ => wB1 d wB, . 
Proof. Since B, and B, are disjoint, it follows that (1) the sets e-2iBlt and 
e-2iBzt are disjoint for t E [0, 7r) and (2) there is a function h = h(x) continuous 
on the unit circle of the complex plane such that 
Defining u,, as in Definition 5.2 and h(u,& in the obvious way, we note 
jl h(u,J < 1 by spectral theory. Also, limm+m wt(h(u,,)) = h(e-2it) for all 
n = 1, 2,... by Proposition 5.4. Thus 
2% 1 ~&hmJ) - ~i&%4wn))l = 2 
and since u,,,,, E il4:-, for n > 2 and ikiIc 1 M20, we have 
iitwBl - wB2) 1 Mn” I/ 3 2 
for all 71 = 1, 2,... . But the reverse inequality is trivial, so Theorem 3.5 gives 
wBl 6 coBa. Done. 
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COROLLARY 6.4. Let B C [0, rr) be a closed, open, or half-open interval with 
p(B) # 0 and BC be the complement of B in [0, ST). Then wn d wsc . 
Proof. We can find a sequence of closed intervals {B,) C B such that B, ,J B 
in the sense of Lebesgue measure, i.e., p(B,) 7 p(B). Likewise, there is a 
sequence of closed sets (Bat} C Bc such that BnC 7 B; we may choose BnC to be 
either a union of two closed intervals (0 $ B) or a single closed interval (0 E B). 
Then, from the previous theorem it follows easily that /) ws, - wgVc /) = 2 for 
all n and thus /) ws - wsc /I = 2, or ws d wBc by Theorem 3.5. Done. 
In Proposition 6.5, Definition 6.6, and Proposition 6.7 we introduce the 
functionals (l/n) ss at dt = (y(B)/n) wg and show that (1) there are central 
projections EB E n(&‘(Z))’ associated with them and (2) for t E B and u(B) 
small, the ut approximate the ws on Olin C JzZ(X). A simple application of 
measure theory will lead directly to the desired central decomposition. We begin 
with 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let w = (l/r) J-i q dt and (n, A”, f,) be as above, and 
B C [0, V) be a closed, open, or half-open interval. Then for each of the functionals 
1 
wg = - 
s = B 
cot dt 
there is a projection Es in the center of n(&(X))” such that 
; CL(B) %(X) = (fo 3 ff(X) EBfO) 
for all x E d(X). 
Proof. By definition, 
f CL(B) - ; s 
1 * 
WB - - cot dt < - 
f 
wt dt = w. 
B %- 0 
Now (l/n) p(B) wB is clearly a positive functional, and by Dye’s lemma there is a 
C E n(&(X))’ with 0 < C < I and 
; P(B) WB(X) = (fo , n(x) Cfo). 
In fact, if p(B) is O(n), it follows that C = En is the zero (identity) operator. 
Now suppose 0 < C < I with C # 0, I. Since C is positive, C has a positive 
square root cl/s, and by spectral theory C1i2 E n(&(.%)) as well. Thus 
; /J(B) w&) = (f. , n(x) W2C1’2f,) = (C1’2f, , n(x) C1’2f,) 
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and so the representation induced by the state wB has cyclic vector F = 
(vT/~(I?):)~~~C’~‘$~ . Now note that 
6 = + p(B) wg + f p(BC) UJp 
and therefore 
likewise the state wgD has cyclic vector G = (r//.~(Bc))l/~(I - C)r/2f0 . From 
Corollary 6.4, wB d wBc and Theorem 3.5 gives 11 ws - qrc 11 = 2; by the remark 
following Lemma 3.3 it follows that (F, G) = 0. But 0 < C < I and thus 
C@(I -- C)l” 3 0 so 
0 := (F, G) = (f. , W2(I - C)1/2fo) a W2(I - C)l/zfo = 0 
3 C(I - C)fo = 0 =+- IT(%) C(I - C)& = 0 for all x E JB(.X) 
3 C(I - C)f7(x)f, = 0 forall xEzZ(X)*C(I-CC)=0 
sincen(&(X))f, is dense in A?. Hence C E n(&(Y)) is a Hermitian projection; 
let C = EB. We claim now that EB E~(&‘(X))“. First observe that EBn(d(S))fo 
and (I .- 4) &JWM are invariant subspaces for ~(J@‘(X)) since EB E 
14(&(Z))‘; these are clearly orthogonal, and extending to the closures we may 
write 14 = l& @ II, with 14 acting on XI @ X2 = E,H @ (I - E$‘?, 
I7r = E,nED and 17, = (I - EB) n(I - I&J. In the notation of Lemma 3.1 
we have 
where I1 is the identity on XI; also W, d w a0 as remarked above giving II, d IT, . 
It then follows from Lemma 3.1 that Es E ~(szJ’(%))” and since EB E n(d(X))‘, 
EB is central. Done. 
DEFINITION 6.6. We define a family of central projections {E,: 0 < X < T} 
by the formulas 
E= -%,,I 
as above, h E [0, r) 
E, = I. 
Remark. For any closed, open, or half-open interval B C [0, rr) with closure 
B, it follows from Definition 6.2 and the proof of Proposition 6.5 ws = WB and 
EB = EB. 
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PROPOSITION 6.7. The {E,,: 0 < A < n} is a spectralfamily; that is 
(i) EA < E,, if h < v, 
(ii) E,,,, = E,, , i.e., the EA are strongly continuous from the right, 
(iii) E, = I. 
Proof. By construction, if B C [0, W) is a closed interval, then 
+-I"(B) WB(') = (fo 3 n(-> EB.~). 
Using the centrality of EB we have 
+) WB(X*X) = (If(X)h, E~4f($fo). 
Now let v 3 h and compute: 
(ff(4 fo 3 6% - EA) Wx) fd 
= $ w&*4 - ; wdx*4 
Yzz- ; [%..l(“*~) - ; %Al~~*x)] 3 $ [%.“I(~*~) - ~[o,Al(~*~)I 
v ” z- 
s 5-r h 
W&*x) dt > 0 v v # 0; 
since I7(&(X)) is dense in S’, (i) follows directly, (iii) is true by definition, 
and (ii) follows by letting v + A+ in the first two equalities. Done. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let B C [0, Z-) be a closed, open, or half-open interval with 
p(B) # 0 and we be the state of d(X) = un M, associated with B, as above. 
Then given a positive integer n and E > 0, for p(B) < 6/2n we have 
(i) II(WB - %) / Mn /I < E> Qt E B 
(ii) ll(w, - 4 I Mn II c 5 Vs, t E B. 
Proof, Let f(t) = fin(t) = @ix1 vk(t) and II = I& as in Corollary 4.3. 
Then for x E Mn , 
wB(x) - wt(x)l 
= / $jy s, (f (4 w4 f (4) ds - (f(t), =w f (t)) 1 
1 
= ~ 1 s, [((f (4 - f(t)), W) f(t)) + (f(s), W)(f(s) - f (WI ds 1 
P(B) 
\( 2 II x II SUP llf (4 - .m)ll. 
SEB 
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Recalling the notation and proof of Lemma 5.1, let n = n,, , N = 17(n), and 
note e”““f(O) = f(t); it follows that 
IIf --f(t)ll = II eiN@+f(0) - f(O)11 = (f(O), (21 - 2 cos((s - t)N)f(0))l12 
G I t - s I II W(O)ll 
invoking unitarity, spectral theory, and the function inequality 1 - cosy ,< 
y2/2. From the definitions 1) Nil = )I NIn // = 2n and Ilf(O)ll = 1, thus we find 
I ~~44 -- +@>I < 2 II x II (4+ = 6 II x II. A similar calculation shows I us(x) - 
wt(x)l -c: E 1) x 11 for s, t E B. Done. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let w1 , w2 be states of an n x n matrix algebra Mn such that w2 
is pure and 
II 9 - w2 II < e2/2 
for some number E > 0. Then given a positive functional p1 < w1 , there is a 
positive functional p2 < w2 (hence a multiple of w2) such that 
II Pl - P2 II < E* 
Proof. Since w2 is pure, there is a one-dimensional projection p, such that 
w2(x) = Tr( p2x) for all x E n/r, . Given any positive functional # on n/r , it is 
straightforward to show 
4( P2XP2) = 4( P2) w2w 
by, e.g., computation in a basis diagonalizing p, . Now by hypothesis and 
straightforward calculation 
c2/2 > I w#- 2P2) - QJ2v - 2P2)l = I %V - 2P2) + 1 I = I 421 - 2P2)l 
letting I be the identity in M, , and thus p,(l - p,) < e2/4, since p1 < w1 . 
Defining p2(x) = pl( p2xp2) we have 
P2W = Pd P2) w2w 
letting p,. = # above. Clearly p2 < w2; also 
I PI(X) - P2Wl G I PlW - P2))l + I PdV - P2) xP2)l. 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
I PI(X) - p&)l < pl(x*x)““pl(~ - p2y2 + PlV - P2)1’2Pd P2X”XP2Y2 
< 6 II Pl lP2 II x II G E II x II 
for all x I: M, , giving 11 p1 - p2 /I < E. Done. 
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DEFINITION 6.10. Let 6, (n, 2, fa), and Es be as above. Let p be a positive 
functional such that p < 6. Then by Dye’s lemma there is an operator C E 
n(&(Z))‘, 0 < C < I such that 
P(X) = (fn Y Q4 Cfn) for all x Ed(%); 
we define a functional ps associated with p by the formula 
PBcX) = $ (f” 9 n(x) cEBhh 
As we now show, there are obvious measures associated with ws and ps . 
DEFINITION 6.1 I Let B C [0, ~7) be a closed, open, or half-open interval 
and EB , (a, *,fO) as above. We define functions cr and v, taking such intervals 
to the real numbers, by the formulas 
4B) = 4fn , E,f,)> 
G-9 = dfn > EBCfo). 
PROPOSITION 6.12. Let B, o, and v be as above. Then u and v may be extended 
to de&e Bore1 measures on [0, n) with v < u. Further, there is a measurable function 
h on [O, r) such that 0 < h < 1 and v(B) = jB h(t) dt. 
Proof. It follows from the definitions of u and v and Proposition 6.7 that 
these give measures by extension. Letting e E d(X) be the identity element and 
p be Lebesgue measure, note that 
p(B) pB(e) = r(fn , EBCfO) < r(fo , Eef,) = p(B) we(e) = cl(B) 
using the definitions of pB , wB and 0 < C < I. Thus 
a(B) = 0 implies v(B) = 0 
and (T is Lebesgue measure, i.e., v < u = p. By the Radon-Nikodyn theorem 
there is a measurable function h with 0 < h < 1 such that ss g dv = se gh d,u 
for any Bore1 set B and v-integrable g. Specializing to g = 1 we find v(B) = 
se h(t) dt Done. 
It is now possible to prove a result about the functional ci~ = (l/a) 1: ut dt 
which, as Theorem 6.15 shows, amounts to the desired central decomposition: 
THEOREM 6.13. Let w = w~,~ be a pure nongauge invariant generalized 
free state of &4(X) such that wn is a factor state of S’(.X) and T has pure point 
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spectrum. Let {w,: 0 < t < n} be the family of states obtained by composing w with 
the gauge automovphirms {xt: 0 < t < x}. Then for 
there is a function h E F(O, r) such that 0 < h < 1 and 
p = + i* h(t) cut dt. 
Proof. For fixed M, C d(X) and E > 0, choose 
(1) an integer N such that T/N < 3/4n, 
(2) a partition 0 < t, < t, < **a < t,-, < TT of [0, TT) with t, = 
(T/N)& 1 \(K<N- 1, and 
(3) associated half-open intervals 
Bl = co, t1), B, = [tl ,t&.., B, = L-1 > 4. 
Now consider the functionals us, , wsk associated with p, w as in Definition 6.10 
and Proposition 6.5 and observe that 
PLO) = --& (fo 9 m4 CEBJOO) G k (fo T mx> J%fo) = 44 
for any Bore1 set B and positive x E &(X). By Proposition 6.12, the associated 
measures V, a satisfy v < o and there is a measurable function h on [0, z-) with 
0 ,( h :< 1 such that v(B) = se h(t) dt. Choosing numbers sk E B, , 1 < h < N, 
it follows from Proposition 6.8 that 
(3 ll(wt - wsk) I JG II < f 
for all t E B, . By Lemma 6.9, there are numbers ak , 0 < ak < 1, such that 
(iii) Ilhk - akw,,) I M, II < c. 
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Now multiplying (iii) by (1 /T) CL(&) an d evaluating at the identity gives 
(9 1; s,. h(t) dt- ; a,/@,) 1 < + /-@k)E. I. 
Keeping (i)-(iv) in mind, p(x) and (1 /w) s: h(t) q(x) dt are compared for x E iI& 
with /I x )/ = 1: 
j ~(4 - ; JOT W) ~t(4 dt ) 
- / gl f /-@k) fB,b) -+il s, ‘ct) %(*) dt j  
< kcl j+ /@k)(,+&) - akwsk(x)) 1 
< gl + I-L@kb + $I 1 ; (s, h(t) dt) - uk f I*(Bk)l + f 
<c+e+;=2e+;. 
Since E is arbitrary, the conclusion is 
for any n = 1, 2,... . But un M,, is dense in d(X), hence 
1 n 
P==-,, s 
/z(t) mt dt. 
0 
Done. 
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After characterizing the operator C of Definition 6.10 in terms of the spectral 
family introduced in Proposition 6.7, Theorem 6.13 may be easily recast in 
terms of the associated von Neumann algebras (Theorem 6.15). 
PROPOSITION 6.14. Let x E J%‘(X) and 
(fo > &+AJ = ; 1; 44 dt = 44 Z P(X) = ; 6 h(t) 44 dt 
as above, with the inequality holding for all x > 0. Then 
P(X) = (fo > m> Ch) 
with 
C = j-” h(X) dE, , 
0 
and the {E,,: 0 < h < ~1 as in Proposition 6.7. 
Proof. 
(fo , f9W ( j-” W) dE,) fo) 
0 
= s s W 4fo 9 f9W Kfo) 0 
=[h(h)d($rw,(x)dt) =;Bhp)q(x)dX=p(x). 
Done. 
THEOREM 6.15. Let (n, &‘, fo) be the representation of d = d(X) 
induced by &? = (I/W) s: ut dt with d as in Theorem 6.13. Then the following three 
statements hold. 
(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between positive operators C E 
&J)’ such that 0 < C < I and equivalence classes of positive measurable j&c- 
tions h on [0, r) such that 0 < h f 1 almost everywhere. This correspondence 
extends to a *-isomorphism between bounded operators in n(d)’ and essentially 
bounded measurablefunctions on [0, r). 
(ii) n(d)’ = I&Y)’ n IT(d)“. 
(iii) Let (I& , .~9’~, ft) be th e irreducible representation induced by ut via 
the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction and p be Lebesgue measure on [0, ~1. Then 
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further, the isomorphism carries the central element C =Ji h(X) dE,, onto si h(t) 
It dp(t) where It is the identity on Ht . 
Proof. (i) Let C En(&)‘, 0 < C < I. Setting p(x) = (fa , n(x) Cf) for 
all x E &’ we have p < c;, and by Theorem 6.13, there is a function h E .F(O, n) 
such that 0 < h < 1 and p(x) = si h(t) We dt. Now let h be a positive 
measurable function on [0, rr) such that 0 < h < 1 almost everywhere. Setting 
p(x) = + 6 h(t) c+ dt and C = (= h(h) dE, , 
0 
it follows that p(x) = (f. , n(x) Cfo) by Proposition 6.14; moreover the E,, are 
central (see Definition 6.6 and Proposition 6.5) giving C E~(J%‘)‘. Since any 
operator in U(d)’ can be written as a linear combination of four positive 
operators between 0 and I, this correspondence extends to a *-isomorphism 
between bounded measurable functions on [0, rr) and bounded operators in 
n(d)’ by spectral theory, completing (i). 
(ii) Certainly, n(d)’ n n(d)” C ff(&)‘. We prove the reverse inclusion. 
Note that if R is a von Neumann algebra, R is the linear span of (C E R: 0 < 
C < I}; thus it is sufficient to show that 
Given such a C, define a functional p on & by the formula p(x) = (f. , n(x) Cf) 
for all x E &. Clearly, p < B so by Theorem 6.13 there is an h E P(O, T) such 
that p = (l/r) Ji h(t) ut dt and by Proposition 6.14 
for all x E &. Since U(&)f, is dense in % it follows that C = ji h(h) dE,, , 
completing (ii). 
(iii) From the definition of xt , it is straightforward to verify that (a) for 
fixed x E s9, the mapping t + W&C) is continuous in t, (b) the mapping t -+ 
(j n,(x) ft (1 is p-measurable for all x E .&, (c) t -+ #t is p-measurable in the sense 
of [3, Chap. II, Sect. 1, 3. Definition l] given the structure of [3, Chap. II, 
Sect. 1,4, Proposition 41, and (d) the function xt: t -+ 17,(x)& is in j$r, Xt dp(t) 
for all x E JZZ (as 1) xt /I2 = &(x*x) < 03). N ow observe that the linear mapping 
U: 17(x)f0 + xt is isometric for all x Ed, since ijn(x)f, jj2 = 6(x*x) = 
/) xt jj2; further pf(&)fa and IIc(&)ft are dense in Xand J$+,, Xt d&t), respec- 
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tively. It follows that U extends to an isomorphism between these spaces, and by 
definition, Un(x) U-1 = 
and 8.4.11, n(&‘)” d 
F,V1 17,(x) &(t) for all x E &‘. By [4, Lemmas 8.3.1 
M Jroln, n,(d)” &(t); further given C = JQ h(A) dE, E 
n(d)” n n(d)’ we have 
= (xt ’(Jo* 44 It 44)) %) 
from the proof of Proposition 6.14 and the definition of xt . It follows 
that UCU-1 = JQ h(t) It dp(t). Done. 
As a corollary to Theorem 6.15, we now prove the result which initiated this 
study. 
COROLLARY 6.16. Let uS,T be a pure nongauge invariant generalized free state 
of&(.X) such that T haspurepoint spectrum. Then CJJ~,~ is apure state of do(X) -z- 
Tr T(I- T) = co. 
Proof. By [2, Th eorem 3.101, Tr T(I - T) < co implies wi,r is not a factor 
state, hence not a pure state, giving (a). Now we prove wz,r is pure, given 
TrT(I- T)= 03. Setting w = wS,r , it is sufficient to show that if p” < w”, 
then po := hw” with 0 < h < 1. Now ps and w” have unique gauge invariant 
extensions to .JZ’(.%?) given by the formulas 
63(x) = & 1”” w” o x,(x) dt 
0 
for all x E&(.X) (see [lo, 111.11). It follows from the uniqueness that d = 
(1/2~) sr wt dt since these functionals agree on &O(X). By definition (see 
Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 4.5) wt = w~+~ for all t E [0, r), hence B = G. 
Noting that xt is an automorphism of sd(X) we conclude p” < B since p” < w” 
by assumption. Consequently, by Theorem 6.13 there is a function h such that 
O<h<l and 
P” = ; im h(t) wt dt. 
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From the definition, it is easily seen that pa = p” j x20(X); thus, for x E &‘O($“) 
we have 
p”(x) = p”(x) = ; lm h(t) w&x) dt = f 1’ h(t) w(x) dt 
0 
= (+ [ h(t) dt) w(x) = Acoo( 
where 0 < h < 1. Done. 
Using the results of [2, lo], Corollary 6.16 may be strengthened: 
THEOREM 6.17. Let w~,~ be a pure generalized free state of d(S). Then w:,~ 
is a pure state of~&‘~(X) o Tr T(I - T) = co or Tr T(I - T) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose wSsT is gauge invariant, then S = 0; by [lo, 111.1, Proposi- 
tion] w:,~ is pure 9 T is a projection, and the conclusion follows. Now given 
w~,~ nongauge invariant, we need only consider the case where T does not have 
pure point spectrum, by Corollary 6.16. In this instance, by the proof of [2, 
Theorem 4.171 there is a sequence of pure generalized free states {WSR,rIL)) ?z= 
1, 2,... of &Y(X) such that (a) limn+m 11 wS,,r, - ws,r I/ = 0, (b) Tr T,(I - T,) = 
co for all n = 1, 2,..., and (c) T, has pure point spectrum for all n = 1, 2,... . 
But, 
11 &Tn - wt,T iI < /I wS,.T,, - WS.T /I 
as the former are restrictions of the latter, and by Corollary 6.16, the w:“,~, are 
pure states of &O(x). Thus wi,r is the uniform limit of pure states, hence pure. 
Done. 
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